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Category/Application Area: Health workload: 08 to 280 hours (according to student needs) Holism involves an approach that acts on the problem as a whole rather than being fragmented or addressed only by the problem or sick part. Thus, for a holistic therapist, a disease or problem does not sum up something physical: a holistic approach considers that the emotional, mental,
spiritual and physical elements of each person form a system, and aim to treat the whole in its context, focusing on both the cause of the disease and the symptoms. Take THE DISTANCE COURSE and get a certificate!!! Here you will find over 2000 ONLINE COURSES with CERTIFICATES recognized throughout Brazil. Free ESCON ONLINE COURSES are available 24 hours a
day to study. Take DISTANCE COURSE and get a CERTIFICATE certificate. YOUR FREE ONLINE COURSE!!!! Content: Holistic PsychotherapyWhy Reiki is a holistic therapyGolistic psychotherapy - Jungian approachTnative culture - holistic therapyHolistic massageholisticsystems and theories in psychologyCertified homeopathy: Applying a certificate is optional and, if you want
to get it, you need to pay a fee for issuing and sending, which is R$79.90 (for any workload). Our certificates are valid throughout the country and are issued in accordance with Law 9394/96; Resolution 5154/04; EEC Resolution 14/97 (EEC Indication 14/97), valid for: Continued expansion of university education (extracurricular hours) Ownership for teachers supplementing
knowledge of Career Progression or Workload Positions to expect on internship Proof Title Proof Enrichment Curriculum Public Competitions Assessments for Internal Promotion in Companies Among Others ... Important information scanned certificate is not free. The free course gives you access to handouts and course evaluation, if you want to issue a Digitized Certificate, you
will have to pay a digital certificate fee. The issue is completely optional and charged r$39.90 (for any workload) that helps us keep the site aloft with quality and accessibility. You can enroll in as many courses as you want to study on your project, even if you are not interested in applying for a certificate of all or any enrolled course. There will be no blocking or restriction of access
to students who do not request a certificate. From: 2,500.00 BY: 1,999.00 Click Registration and in the coupon box place the code: NATSIT88 automatically when the overall next page of the new value will be practiced. It aims to train holistic beings and holistic therapists with training that combines assessment methods Energy balance and energy recommendation, seeking to
learn methods already existing in various areas of holistic medicine, adding to knowledge considered hidden, reserved for monasteries or limited knowledge groups. Professor Wilson Jr. says: A holistic therapist is a professional who works with methods developed in the East or West, in alternative, vibrational, natural, complementary or integrative practices, in maintaining health
or in the prevention and treatment of energy disorders (diseases). Holistic therapy is a therapeutic approach that acts on the cause, not the symptom, and is not aimed at balance only in the physical field, but also in the emotional, mental and spiritual areas. Act as a whole. Our professional health work, therefore, you need to be a balance seeker and be able to pass on to your
client holistic concepts that provide a better quality of life. The holistic concept is to promote self-healing. This course teaches how to group existing methods into holistic care, and allows the student to use in his assistance exclusive techniques developed to diagnose, transfer energy and therapeutic recommendations that promotes client health, allowing balance on physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual levels. The methods grouped within this course provide more complete holistic care, as it operates in all areas mentioned above, including the technique of removing negative implants. It is a method that accelerates health recovery safely and effectively. The methods taught in the course were developed by Social Action as the first maintenance
technique, facilitating the use of all other holistic methods, which highlight the technique of the A MISSILE form, the removal of negative implants and the Chrom-Magnetized Water Solution. This course prioritizes during your class months, a quality of life that means a better life in all its aspects, in general, in its physical, emotional, mental and spiritual realm. Learn how to control
and control all these vibrational fields in your day-to-day life, thereby greatly improving the quality of your life. Only a balanced therapist can contribute to someone else's balance. With this course you will have a different view of the world, on a completely innovative aspect, a holistic view, vision of the EU and its energy relations with the external. Understanding that I and FATHER,
we are one. Be BEING with a quality of life and a qualified and qualified therapist through the crth abrath professional registry. A holistic training course for therapists, in addition to the methods presented, exclusively brings training with classes of knowledge of energy and holistic polarity, human anatomy, food, theology, psychotherapy, among others, aimed at forming a holistic
being, in addition to forming a holistic therapist. Considered as a curriculum, it is widely used as a curriculum in many other professional fields, such as human resources, the application of teaching, and experimentation, through education and life improvement. Your investment in this course is a great investment in health and knowledge. Course with Consulting Professor Wilson
Junior Tutored Professor Jaqueline Rojo Note: This course produces all nine learning modules for the student in access to THE STUDENT SPACE Nine modules consist of four base modules, are they, Holistic Learning, Psychotherapy, Holistic Modalities and Energy - three technical modules Score, Balance and Recommendations In all nine modules have been recorded lessons.
The total load of the course is 600 hours. The period of approval and receipt of the certificate is at least 180 days and a maximum of 360 days (counted from the date of registration). Requirement to complete the course and issue a certificate: TCC - Work at the end of the course - Scientific article - Field Research or TCC can be replaced by GRAH - Holistic Service Grid. Our
certificates are valid throughout the country and are issued in accordance with Law 9394/96; Resolution 5154/04; EEC Resolution 14/97 (EEC Indication 14/97), valid for: Continuing EducationUniversity Expansion (Extracurricular Hours)Ownership for TeachersCompanyation KnowledgeCareer Growth or PositionWorkload to expect internshipScompalification Title ProofCurriculum
EnrichmentPublic ContestsEvaluations for domestic shares in CompaniesAmong other ... The free course entitles you to access handouts and course evaluations, if you want to issue a scanned certificate you will need to pay the issuance fee of a digital Certificate.The issue is absolutely optional and a fee of r$59.90 (for any workload) is charged, which helps us keep the site in the
air with quality and availability. IMPORTANT: A digital certificate is not sent to your home, it is available in your student area for download and printing. You can enroll in as many courses as you want to study on your project, even if you are not interested in applying for a certificate of all or any enrolled course. There will be no blocking or restriction of access to who do not apply
for a certificate. Medici Space in a holistic Alternativa inaholisticalt ernativa.jim do.com/ HOLISMO - HOLISTICA - HOLISTIC THERAPY What is cholism? What is Holycosy? What is a holistic therapist? Some people are theoretical; Others are practical. The former explain the procedures, but they can't do it. Others do, but they can't practice theorists or teach what they do. A
holistic person does well when it comes to theorists and when it comes to practice. Holistic comes from the word Holos and means it's a paradigm? Paradigm means a model, something that serves as a benchmark for science, as a beacon or structure is considered ideal, and we can say that the paradigm of general and general perception - not necessarily better - to see a certain
thing, whether it is an object, whether it is a phenomenon or a set of ideas. At the same time, when it is adopted, the paradigm serves as a criterion for truth, validation and recognition in the means where it is accepted. It's Holyco. The extraordinary sense of anxiety that many people feel in the face of today's complex and tragic problems has led to a search for dialogue between
the various cores of knowledge and human activity. For example, we have the UN and the UN as major international organizations, who are looking for a joint way to solve many of today's human problems, not to mention the movements of interdisciplinary meetings and the search for joint action in all areas, psychosomatic and homeopathic medicine and holistic approach in
psychotherapy, etc. Today, 80% of the world's population, who suffer from energy disorders, can be treated with holistic methods of therapy. inaholisticalt ernativa.jim do.com/Espaço from holistic medicine Alternative alternative complex medicine space - is competitive, historical, absolute, omnisual, omnipresent, immediately, sprouts from perception, expanded intuition; absolutely
open to the whole, without limitation, without analysis, without comparisons, without comparisons, without - it is integrative, to pulsating, universal; Surprises, sleamined, blind, haunting and frightening. The idea of hollism is not new. It is at the heart of various philosophical concepts throughout the evolution of human thought. The term holism comes from the Greek holo, which
means it all. In the 6th century BC, the philosopher Heraclitus Ephesus said: Part is different from the whole, but it is also the same as in general. A and it's whole and in fact, parts and everything in an absolute sense does not exist. You that in nature, whether it's a human, a tiny insect, a molecule, or even a great galaxy that shines at night, are considered everything in relation to
their constituent part, but they are also parts of all more. And all this, all and parts, are interconnected, interdependent, in a harmonious and functional aggregate, in an eternal vibrational movement, where each side enlightens each other. This holistic conception of the universe shows the living existence of a dialectical relationship between phenomena and their essence, between
the concrete and the universal, between the material basis and the consciousness, between the imagination and the mind. A holistic vision is now seen as an alternative to the cold and fragmentation of a civilization based on competitive standards and focused on the receipt of material goods. Holistic is neither a science nor a philosophy. This is not a religion or a mystical
discipline. It is just a worldview that has been stydent by a dual, fragmented and mechanistic vision that has deprived man of his unity during these centuries of technological civilization and exacerbated rationalism. A holistic attitude to reality, a way of seeing and understanding the world, a space where dynamic exchange between science, air and spiritual traditions is allowed, and
this exchange is offered as one of the most creative ways to solve the problems of this end of the century. It is a vision of the whole physical, emotional, mental and subtle aspects of the person himself and everything around him. inaholisticalt ernativa.jim do.com/ do.com/ apostila terapia holistica pdf
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